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2022 NICS PAY CLAIM 
 

Summary 
 
The current cost of living crisis has caused the fastest fall in living standards here for 
decades.  These more recent crises that have seen dramatic rises in global energy 
prices have only added to the pressures felt by NICS staff who have suffered from an 
ongoing erosion in the value of their pay that in real terms, in the last decade, has 
fallen by over 20%.   
 
With all forecasts indicating that inflation is set to rise (currently sitting between 9% 
[CPI] and 11% [RPI]), this will erode the real value of pay even further.  For that reason, 
we expect that a pay offer will recognise both the true impact of inflation over recent 
months as well as considering an increase that begins to address what has been 
eroded over the last decade.  
 
Staff in the NICS and the NDPBs no longer believe they are adequately remunerated 
for what they do.  Nonetheless, they have continued to work tirelessly, over the last 2 
years in particular, to provide first class services undiminished by the difficult 
conditions.  These difficult conditions include dealing with the damaging 
consequences of the substantial number of longstanding vacancies across the service 
that have pushed staff and service provision to breaking point in many areas. 
 
As a result of this, the morale of staff in areas covered by NICS pay terms is at an all-
time low and staff have felt increasingly undervalued for a long time. This cannot and 
should not be allowed to continue.  The excellent work they do has rightly been 
acknowledged by politicians, the Head of the Civil Service and other senior staff but it 
is now time for such appreciation to be shown in monetary terms as well as in words.  
 
Both NIPSA and the FDA are now seeking a cost-of-living rise which recognises the 
vital contribution our members have made during the pandemic, protects against the 
rising cost of living and provides a degree of restitution for the adverse effect on their 
living standards caused by years of pay restraint.  Trade Union Side (TUS) stand ready 
to begin negotiations on any proposal the Management Side seeks to bring to the table 
but have been instructed to make clear to you, at the outset of negotiations, that we 
cannot accept that conditions would be attached to a pay offer.   
 
The following joint claim is submitted on behalf of TUS: 
 
 A pay offer equal to the current rate of inflation plus an additional 5% on 

pay and allowances, and 
 

 Further shortening of all pay scales.  
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Why invest in Civil Service pay? 
 
The merits of a how a direct cash injection can potentially boost the local economy is 
accepted as a given.  Politically this was exemplified by the NI Executive’s support for 
the rollout of the “spend local” card and ongoing debates about how cash payments 
could be made to partially address the current economic crisis.  While of course we 
have our views on some of these initiatives, particularly concerning their economic 
imprecision that can appear to have a “hit and hope” aspect to them, what is not in 
doubt is that such interventions are seen as a necessary “public good”.  It is our belief 
therefore, that a more systematic, longer-term intervention for both ethical and 
economic reasons would be to address, as part of a wider investment in public 
services, the long-term negligence that has been displayed toward the pay of Civil 
Servants. 
 
The logic of this case is longstanding.  For example, in 2008 it was accepted at the 
heart of Government that Northern Ireland was in a “safer” position in relation to the 
global recession after the financial crash because of the size of its public sector.  As 
the then Finance Minister Nigel Dodds told Stormont’s Finance and Personnel 
Committee: “The extent to which the local economy can degenerate into a recession 
is minimised by the size and influence of our public sector.”1  Yet we were still led into 
over a decade of austerity, an economic experiment that is now more widely 
recognised and acknowledged as a catastrophe for which we still paying a price.  
However, the point of the public sector and the public sector pay in particular as an 
insurance against recession still stands.  
 
This reinforces the point that Civil Servants are not a separate group of people who 
operate outside the local economy.  Quite the reverse.  Their wages, their taxes, their 
contributions to their pensions help to sustain it and amidst other economic 
uncertainties their earnings are the lifeblood of the local economy.  Previous research 
has backed this assertion.  The Association for Public Service Excellence (APSE), 
inter alia, has estimated: 
 

[with] every £1 of public money invested in public services through direct 
employment and through procurement of supplies and services a further 64p 
is generated in the local economy. The public sector is in fact a driver of 
economic growth through local multipliers of public spending. This helps to 
sustain more resilient local economies.2 
 

                                            
1 [On Line] Available: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/business/business-news/northern-ireland-economy-
equipped-to-stave-off-slump-13978031.html#ixzz1nJgMSi5Y (18 September 2008). 
2 http://www.apse.org.uk/apse/index.cfm/research/current-research-programme/creating-the-resilient-local-
economies-exploring-economic-footprint-of-public-services/creating-the-resilient-local-economies-exploring-
economic-footprint-of-public-services/ p. 5. 

http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/business/business-news/northern-ireland-economy-equipped-to-stave-off-slump-13978031.html#ixzz1nJgMSi5Y
http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/business/business-news/northern-ireland-economy-equipped-to-stave-off-slump-13978031.html#ixzz1nJgMSi5Y
http://www.apse.org.uk/apse/index.cfm/research/current-research-programme/creating-the-resilient-local-economies-exploring-economic-footprint-of-public-services/creating-the-resilient-local-economies-exploring-economic-footprint-of-public-services/
http://www.apse.org.uk/apse/index.cfm/research/current-research-programme/creating-the-resilient-local-economies-exploring-economic-footprint-of-public-services/creating-the-resilient-local-economies-exploring-economic-footprint-of-public-services/
http://www.apse.org.uk/apse/index.cfm/research/current-research-programme/creating-the-resilient-local-economies-exploring-economic-footprint-of-public-services/creating-the-resilient-local-economies-exploring-economic-footprint-of-public-services/
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The case for strong public services and properly rewarded public sector workers is 
equally valid today, especially in a society where low pay is a given.  The last Annual 
Survey of Hours and Earnings (ASHE) survey data3 captured how the initial effect of 
the pandemic and Government underwriting private sector wages in relation to 
furlough, meant that wages data can look “better”.  Despite this, however, the long-
term fact of Northern Ireland as a low-pay economy, even amidst the volatility of these 
figures, remains.  For example:  
 

• Approximately a fifth of all jobs in NI were ‘low-paid’.  This is the lowest 
proportion in NI in 20 years but is the highest proportion of the 12 UK 
regions.  
 

• The proportion of jobs paid below the National Living Wage and National 
Minimum Wage, which was 1.1% in 2019 and increased to 11% in 2020, fell 
to 5.8% in 2021. However, almost 90% of those below these rates in the last 
two years were on furlough rates of pay.  

 
• Median annual earnings increased by 1.7% for all full-time employees in NI 

…but remained lower than the UK median.4  
  

                                            
3 https://www.nisra.gov.uk/system/files/statistics/Employee-earnings-NI-2021.pdf 26/10/21. 
4 Ibid.  

https://www.nisra.gov.uk/system/files/statistics/Employee-earnings-NI-2021.pdf
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Cost of Living crisis 
 
This is a picture of our economy before it is hit by what has been acknowledged by 
the Office for National Statistics as “the fastest fall in living standards since the 1950s”5 
an inflation rate not seen for decades and personal debt at an historic high.  ONS data 
in February of this year captured some of the pressures that Civil Servants and other 
workers are dealing with (see Table 1) but we also have to acknowledge that these 
figures have not proven to be the high-water mark on costs as energy, fuel and food 
bills are continuing to rise.   

 
Table 1: Price changes to RPI commodities over the year to Feb 2022 Item6 
 

 Average % increase to October 2020  

Consumer durables  13.6% 

Travel and leisure  10.8% 

Personal expenditure  9.9% 

Housing and household expenditure  8.2% 

Food and catering  5.4% 

Alcohol and tobacco  3.4% 

All goods  9.6% 

All services  6.8% 

All items  8.2% 

 
In such an economy it is essential that the pay “debate” is not deflected towards the 
reactionary demonisation of public servants or creating a false division between public 
and private sector workers in a “race to the bottom” on pay and terms and conditions.  
The progressive, alternative approach is to use the lever of Civil Service pay as a 
substantive contribution to the building of a better society that in other 
pronouncements, including electoral ones, the Parties in the NI Executive claim to 
want.  For example, how are standards of equitable treatment – particularly in relation 
to consistency and enforcement of equality standards (including Equal pay) to be 
delivered if not by the largest employers’ pay policies?  In short, there is no point 
paying lip service to these features in wider society and then ignoring the role, the 
most significant role, central government can play in this regard.  Similarly, with the 
Executive committing to be a Real Living Wage employer within New Decade New 
Approach, it is time to raise the bar on areas within their control most specifically as 
the direct NICS employer and the paymaster that underwrites agencies (including via 
                                            
5 Economic and fiscal outlook, OBR, March 2022.   
6 Office for National Statistics, Consumer Price Inflation Reference Tables, February 2022 
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private sector models) that “pay” those providing public services?  In this way, instead 
of the vast drain on resources that this expensive agency sticking plaster entails, there 
is a chance to invest in proper workforce planning and fully resource our public 
services with properly paid civil servants. 
 
In addition, as recently as the October 2021 at the ICTU conference, the 5 Executive 
parties were stating their “support” for and importance of trade unions and being 
reminded of the NDNA commitment on “Workers’ Rights” 7:  What better opportunity, 
as the biggest employer, for the Executive to give such rhetoric some true meaning 
than commit to long overdue, appropriate, real-terms pay rates for civil servants? 

 
Real terms Civil Service pay cuts 
 
In terms of how far we have to travel in this regard and in order to further contextualise 
our claim, it is important to illustrate how far the NICS has failed to protect its 
employees from inflation.  If we look over the last six years for example and compare 
the “scale max” points across a number of grades AA-AO we can see how the “max” 
points are far below where matching the RPI inflation rate across this time (26.7%) 
would have taken them.  Bar the “lower” gap at AA of 12% the other grades from AO 
to Grade 6 have a grade max that is 16% below where an inflation matching award 
would have taken them. (see Table 2) 
  

                                            
7 NDNA states “There will be an enhanced focus within the Programme for Government on creating good jobs 

and protecting workers’ rights. The parties agree that access to good jobs, where workers have a voice that 
provides a level of autonomy, a decent income, security of tenure, satisfying work in the right quantities and 
decent working conditions, should be integral to public policy given how this contributes to better health and 
wellbeing by tackling inequalities, building self-efficacy and combating poverty.” 
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Table 2: Unmatched Inflationary pressure and real terms pay gaps  
 

Grade 
2016 
Scale 
Max 

2020/22 
Scale Max 

% 
Increase 

since 
2016 

2016 Max 
Inflation 
proofed 

2016-April 
2022 (26.7%) 

Gap 
between 
2020/22 

Max and an 
inflation-
proofed 

max 

Real Terms 
gap 

AA 17,796  19,815 11% 22,547.53   2,732.53  12% 

AO 22,514 23,955  6% 28,525.24  4,570.24  16% 

EoII 24,975  26,575  6% 31,643.33  5,068.33  16% 

EoI 27,544  29,307  6% 34,898.25  5,591.25  16% 

SO 31,446  33,459  6% 39,842.08  6,383.08  16% 

DP 40,072 42,639  6% 50,771.22  8,132.22  16% 

G7 52,334  55,685  6% 66,307.18  10,622.18  16% 

G6 63,346  67,403  6% 80,259.38  12,856.38  16% 
 

Of course, the real gap is higher whether we look back over older data sets or forward 
given that the calculations above are on an Office for National Statistics inflation rate 
captured in March 20228 (9.8%) that is expected to rise to 11%.  The question of where 
the start/cut off point should be on this data set, however, is less important than the 
indisputable facts that financially damaging and morale sapping real terms pay 
cuts have been imposed on civil servants and their families for years.  This needs to 
be rectified.  
 
Conclusion 
 
For well over a decade our society has been subject to a succession of economic 
crises.  As stated above we still live with damage done by the choice of austerity.  The 
structural flaws in our economy it compounded were further weakened by a global 
pandemic.  Throughout these onslaughts one fact remains unchallengeable, the 
services delivered by public servants provide the spine of our society at times of 
greatest need and are the heartbeat of the local economy. Despite this, civil servants 
have not been rewarded for this essential contribution.  Far from it with the catastrophic 
consequences of the current “cost of living crisis”, compounding years of real terms 
pay cuts.  The years of “just about managing” are now over.  The crisis is here and 
needs immediate action in relation to pay.  This should begin by meeting our pay claim 
of: a pay offer equal to the current rate of inflation plus an additional 5% on 
pay/allowances and further shortening of all pay scales. 
 
                                            

8 Annual inflation rate of the Retail Price Index in the United Kingdom from 2000 to 2026 - 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/374890/rpi-rate-forecast-uk/ 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/374890/rpi-rate-forecast-uk/



